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- 2,445 IBM Employees Openly Condemned IBM for Enabling Racist and Intolerant Regimes [2]
- Six Years of EPO Scandals [3]
- Turn Away From Microsoft Money (Influence for Sale) [4]
- Unpublished EPO Material [5]
- IBM Never Apologised For Making Billions Out of Overt Racism, Now It Wants to Ban Words Used to Communicate Such Issues and It’s Bombarding Journalists to Seed Misleading Puff Pieces [6]
- Meme: Always Masking the EPO [8]
- IRC Proceedings: Wednesday, August 19, 2020 [9]
- IRC Proceedings: Tuesday, August 18, 2020 [10]
- Links 19/8/2020: A Rust Foundation, Kali Linux 2020.3 [12]
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